2018 Instructional Material Summer Review Institute
Grade K-12: Science Instructional Material

Review Team Appraisal of Title – K-12 Science Education
This information is provided for local school boards and governing authorities of charter schools to consider in their
selection process to meet the needs of their student population.
Text Title:
Course:
SE ISBN:
SW ISBN:

IQWST – 6th Grade Physical Bundle SE
Science
NM-SE-6-3.0

Publisher:
Grade Level:
TE ISBN:

Activate Science
6-8
NM-TE-6-3.0

SECTION 1 – NM Content Standards, Benchmarks and Performance Standards
Reviewer # and Section 1 Total: #16 TOTAL 92.66 #17 TOTAL 93.20
#18 TOTAL 91.57
Average Score: 92.48
Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 1:
The curriculum met expectations based on NGSS.
The curriculum is rich in student engagement and student exploration in order to learn.
The clarification on NGSS is great to give teachers a direction as to how the lesson will meet and align with the
standards.
The activities, experiments and instruction is very comprehensive and allows ample opportunities to be successful
and gain content knowledge.
The curriculum provides regular opportunities for speaking and writing.
Students are encouraged to challenge themselves and others while performing activities.
Curriculum allows for creativity and exploration when designing and constructing models to display learning.
Students are provided opportunities to regularly display explanations and display of content knowledge
Differentiation was evident and readily assessable

Guidance for completing this section:
1. Focus on the NM Content Standards and Benchmarks assessed in Section 1
2. Ensure that the narrative is consistent with the individual and average score for Section 1. That is, if the score are in
the 90% range, you should not be focusing on how the text does not meet common core standards.

Reviewer # and Section 2 Total:
Average Score: 81.48

SECTION 2 Publisher’s Criteria
#16 TOTAL 85.19 #17 TOTAL 77.78

#18 TOTAL 81.48

Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 2:
-

The activities provided multiple opportunities for students to be involved in speaking and writing scientific
phenomena and solutions.
The scientific materials included in the activities were readily available and accessible through vendor kit and
packaging.
Scaffolding and progression was good and provided opportunities to revisit previously learned concepts.
However, scaffolding and progression could have been better and provided more in depth clarification of previously
learned concepts.
Assessment was limited and could have used more summative assessment.

-

The activities/experiments are rigorous enough to meet the NGSS performance expectations and disciplinary core
concepts, however, the teachers and student edition is lacking content information (e.g., vocabulary, background
information) to help students succeed.

Reviewer Comments
Reviewer #: 16 Reviewer Background: 19 years as an educator and I have taught science at several different levels.
Comments: The curriculum appears to follow the “do science, to learn science” premise, which is great to
encourage all students to be engaged in this learning.
Reviewer #: 17 Reviewer Background: Science teacher for 16 years (6-12) Comments: The activities/experiments was
rigorous enough to meet the NGSS performance expectations and disciplinary core concepts, however, the teachers and
student edition is lacking content information (e.g., vocabulary, background information) to help students succeed.
Reviewer #: 18 Reviewer Background: 16 years of teaching 7-12. Comments: I felt that as an educator that this
textbook would not meet the standards that New Mexico is looking for. It just does not live up to the academic rigor that I
would expect.

2018 Instructional Material Summer Review Institute
Grade K-12: Science Instructional Material

Review Team Appraisal of Title – K-12 Science Education
This information is provided for local school boards and governing authorities of charter schools to consider in their
selection process to meet the needs of their student population.
Text Title:
Course:
SE ISBN:
SW ISBN:

IQWST – 7th Grade Life Bundle SE
Science
NM-SE-7-3.0

Publisher:
Grade Level:
TE ISBN:

Activate Science
6-8
NM-TE-7-3.0

SECTION 1 – NM Content Standards, Benchmarks and Performance Standards
Reviewer # and Section 1 Total: #16 TOTAL 92.02 #17 TOTAL 90.27
#18 TOTAL 90.98
Average Score: 91.09
Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 1:
-

The teacher’s edition provides clear overview, including scaffolding and timeframe for lesson.
Differentiation and other strategies are readily available.
Teacher guidance and guidelines are very helpful and easy to understand.
Experiments are filled with great activities and are rich in explanation and content.
Explorations provide ample opportunities to display mastery of content knowledge.
The lesson activities incorporate the use of technology for the students to be successful.
Real life examples are provided and related to what the students are learning.
Reading passages with updates on research are evident in the curriculum.
Does a great deal in showing how we are all connected to the world around us.
They do not, however, give enough focus to the vocabulary terms which could harm them as they continue on
through upper levels
The DCI on evidence of Common Ancestry and Diversity is not evident in the Life Science curriculum.

Reviewer # and Section 2 Total:
Average Score: 92.59

SECTION 2 Publisher’s Criteria
#16 TOTAL 100
#17 TOTAL 88.89

#18 TOTAL 88.89

Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 2:
-

Scaffolding and progression are very in-depth and provide more than adequate background for new lessons.
Curriculum provides regular opportunities to engage in speaking and writing.
Curriculum addresses the necessity of using scientific evidence to support scientific ideas.
Materials are user friendly and are readily accessible from vendor.
The lesson activities provided students to revisit their data in order to make explanations and provide evidence to
their thinking.
There are many formative assessments that measure the performance expectations, however, it’s lacking
summative assessments where we students' understanding of the lesson presented to them can be assessed.
No evidence of recommendations to differentiate instruction with different types of learners.
The usability fits the needs of both teachers and students
Lacks materials that would address the needs of rural students

Reviewer Comments
Reviewer #: 16 Reviewer Background: 19 years as an educator and taught science at different levels.
Comments: The curriculum is very in-depth in certain parts, but lacks in other areas. The material allows students to
participate in discovery learning. The teachers’ edition is well written and appears to have had teachers’ daily needs in mind
when writing the curriculum. The materials align with NGSS.
Reviewer #: 17 Reviewer Background: 16 years of teaching science (6-12)
Comments: I have observed that the textbook being reviewed met the DCI in some parts but not comprehensive enough for
a Life Science curriculum. The lesson activities have provided students to write their learning, however, I wished they also
emphasized vocabulary and content background information in the Student Edition to help middle school students become
successful in the tasks that they asked them to do in the activities.
Reviewer #: 18 Reviewer Background: 15 years of teaching science 7-12
Comments: Even though it does address the NGSS and NM 6 standards, the way it presents the work lacks in depth
knowledge. It does fit into the age group as far as materials, however, I don’t feel that it stretches student’s academic rigor.

